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AFTER ROMANTICISM
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Debussy Jeux
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INTERVAL
Mahler Symphony No 1 (‘Titan’)
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Concert finishes approx 10pm
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Debussy Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune
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INTERVAL
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François-Xavier Roth conductor
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Concert finishes approx 9.25pm
23 Apr filmed and broadcast live on medici.tv
and streamed live on youtube.com/lso

23 Apr recorded for broadcast on BBC Radio 3
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Welcome

30 March & 23 April 2017

Welcome
Kathryn McDowell

Living Music
In Brief
Welcome to these two LSO concerts, the final part
of our ‘After Romanticism‘ series with conductor
François-Xavier Roth. These programmes look at key
works from the end of the 19th and beginning of the
20th centuries, and explore music that signalled the
transition into the modern era. It is a real pleasure
to be working once again with François-Xavier Roth,
after announcing that he will take up the position of
LSO Principal Guest Conductor in September.

FRANÇOIS-XAVIER ROTH TO BECOME THE
LSO’S NEXT PRINCIPAL GUEST CONDUCTOR

These concerts focus on two composers, Debussy
and Bartók. On 30 March, the LSO performs the
former’s Jeux, a ballet, before Bartók’s Piano Concerto
No 3, one of his final completed works. For this
we welcome back piano soloist Simon Trpčeski.
The programme is completed by Mahler’s Symphony
No 1, which was written at the end of one century,
but anticipated the developments of the next.

lso.co.uk/news

On 23 April the concert begins with Debussy’s
breakthrough Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune,
before continuing with Bartók’s Viola Concerto,
performed by soloist Antoine Tamestit. The series
ends with Bruckner’s ‘Romantic’ Symphony No 4.

These concerts mark the first appearances by
François-Xavier Roth following the announcement
that he will become LSO Principal Guest Conductor
from September 2017. We are delighted that he will
be joining our family of conductors. You can find out
more about his appointment on the LSO website:

LIVE STREAM ON YOUTUBE
The 23 April concert is being broadcast live on the
LSO’s YouTube channel, preceded by a backstage
tour and introductions from presenter Rachel Leach
streamed live on Facebook. The broadcast will be
available to watch back shortly after on YouTube.
lso.co.uk/livestream

A WARM WELCOME TO OUR GROUPS
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our
media partners: medici.tv, who will broadcast the
April concert live on their channel, along with BBC
Radio 3, who will be recording the same concert
for deferred transmission. The 23 April concert will
also be streamed live on the LSO’s YouTube channel,
where it will become available to watch back.

At these concerts, we are delighted to welcome:
30 March
Redbridge & District U3A
London Art Biennale
The King’s School
23 April
Gerrards Cross Community Association
Faversham Music Club

Kathryn McDowell CBE DL
Managing Director

lso.co.uk/groups

lso.co.uk
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Claude Debussy (1862–1918)
Jeux (1912–13)
PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
JEREMY THURLOW is a composer
whose music ranges from string
quartets to video-opera. He won
the George Butterworth Award
2007. He is the author of a book on
Dutilleux, broadcasts regularly on
BBC Radio 3 and is a Fellow of
Robinson College, Cambridge.

COMPOSER PROFILE PAGE 6

The original cast of Jeux in full
costume (from L–R): LUDMILLA
SCHOLAR, VASLAV NIJINSKY &
TAMARA KARSAVINA

Nijinsky’s first work as a choreographer, a new
ballet for Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes set to Debussy’s
exquisite concert-piece Prélude à l’après-midi d’un
faune, electrified the Paris 1912 season with one of
the company’s biggest succès de scandale. Keen to
build on this, Diaghilev commissioned a new ballet
from Debussy, again choreographed by Nijinsky, for
the following year. Aptly named Jeux (Games), the
scenario is attention-catchingly modern. To quote
from the opening night’s programme synopsis:
‘a garden at dusk; a tennis ball has been lost; a boy
and two girls are searching for it. The artificial light
of the large electric lamps shedding fantastic rays
about them suggests the idea of childish games:
they play hide and seek, they try to catch one
another, they quarrel, they sulk without cause.
The night is warm, the sky is bathed in pale light;
they embrace. But the spell is broken by another tennis
ball thrown in mischievously by an unknown hand.’
The visual emphasis on up-to-the-minute, sporty and
non-poetic elements such as the tennis costumes
(in 1913, unballetic baggy slacks and ankle-length
dresses), tennis ball and electric lamps lent the
piece a fashionable edge for which Debussy had
little sympathy.
The scenario’s other key ingredient was to build
on Nijinsky’s sexually charged performance in
L’après-midi … with a volatile current of desire
flickering between all three characters in varying
combinations. This was an aspect well suited to
the composer, whose music had long followed the
guiding principles of spontaneity and sensuality,
and who had once remarked of his composing
method – ‘pleasure is the law’.

Audiences found the ballet puzzling and gave it a
muted reception; only two weeks later Diaghilev
presented another new Nijinsky choreography
entitled Le sacre du printemps (The Rite of Spring),
and in the ensuing furore Debussy’s ballet was soon
forgotten. However, the music has gradually won a
distinguished place in the concert repertory, receiving
a notable boost in the 1950s from Boulez and his
avant-garde admirers, who found in the quicksilver
play of sonority, harmony and arabesque Debussy’s
most sophisticated and far-reaching contribution
to the artistic revolutions of the 20th century.
The music opens in darkness, stillness and
expectation. The action proper brings a subtle
hint of waltz rhythm which underpins much of the
score, handled with an infinite flexibility to match
the chameleon flickering of gossamer textures and
the effortless flow of playful new themes. At one
point, excluded from the other two’s fun, the second
girl reproaches them with a mocking dance of her
own (in a rare passage of duple time); later, as she
threatens to leave, there is an impassioned outburst
from the violins as the first girl implores her to join
them. From here on the intoxication of the night,
their giddy flirtatiousness and mutual attraction
sweeps all three around in a glorious flight of fantasy,
culminating in a triple kiss. Just after this ecstatic
moment a delightfully orchestrated tennis ball drops
in from the dark; the magic suddenly fades and all
three run off, leaving the garden once more dark
and mysterious.
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Béla Bartók (1881–1945)
Piano Concerto No 3 Sz 119 (1945)
1

ALLEGRETTO

FIRST MOVEMENT

2

ADAGIO RELIGIOSO

3

ALLEGRO VIVACE

That would go some way to explain the character of
the first movement. It is set out in a neatly Classical
sonata form, with clearly defined first and second
themes, a climatic development section and a
more-or-less orderly recapitulation. The long opening
melody is securely tonal, though with a little piquant
Balkan folk-colouring here and there. The syncopated
second theme lives up to its marking of ‘scherzando’
(‘playful’ or ‘jokey’), though the humour is on the
whole gentle. There is little of that typically Bartókian
quality of unease – unless it surfaces for a moment
in the final quiet flicker of the scherzando second
theme on piano.

SIMON TRPČESKI PIANO
PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
STEPHEN JOHNSON is the author
of Bruckner Remembered (Faber).
He also contributes regularly to BBC
Music Magazine and The Guardian,

Bartók’s Third Piano Concerto is the last work he
completed – and even then it was a close-run thing.
The orchestral score was almost fully written out when
he was rushed to hospital in New York. A few days
later, on 26 September 1945, he died of leukaemia.

and broadcasts for BBC Radio 3
(Discovering Music), BBC Radio 4
and the BBC World Service.

COMPOSER PROFILE PAGE 6

Bartók’s last years had been a severe strain: on top of
failing health, plus the emotional pain of exile from his
native Hungary, he had failed to make a mark in his
adopted American homeland. It seems he realised he
might not have long to live, and yet was still full of plans
when he died: symphonies, perhaps, and he had
already sketched ideas for a Seventh String Quartet.

BARTÓK on LSO LIVE
Bartók Piano
Concerto No 3;
Suite from
‘The Miraculous
Mandarin’
PLUS Stravinsky Symphony in C
Valery Gergiev conductor
Yefim Bronfman piano
£11.99
Buy now | lsolive.lso.co.uk

The Concerto’s premiere in Philadelphia the following
year was a surprise to those who knew his music.
Bartók’s name had been associated with combative
modernism: this was a composer who used weird
scales and quarter-tones, who devised grotesque
new effects in his string quartets and who treated
that noble romantic instrument, the grand piano,
as a member of the percussion family. But the new
Concerto was much simpler, more genial, almost
Classical at times, and refreshingly tuneful. Granted,
some of Bartók’s earlier American period works had
also shown a tendency to simplify, as though Bartók
had decided that survival in his new homeland
meant having to be more accessible. But there may
have been a more pressing practical reason in the
case of the Third Piano Concerto. Bartók was worried
about how his wife might survive if he died. She was
a fine pianist, so why not write her something that
could be popular enough to bring her a small income?

SECOND MOVEMENT

Uniquely for Bartók, the slow movement is marked
‘religioso’. Bartók had been an atheist since his
student days, and yet here are hymn-like piano
phrases, alternating with flowing imitative string
phrases in a clear evocation of the slow movement
of Beethoven’s late String Quartet in A minor Op 132.
Beethoven had subtitled that movement ‘Sacred
song of thanks to the Deity from a convalescent.’
Had Bartók found God? Or was this another populist
concession in a deeply religious country?
Perhaps neither. Like Beethoven, Bartók was
recovering from a severe bout of sickness when he
wrote the Third Piano Concerto. He had found the
peace he needed at Saranac Lake, some way from
New York. City life had been an ordeal for Bartók:
he felt cut off from nature, the source of so much of
his inspiration. It’s possible that, like Beethoven, he
wanted to express his gratitude to the force that had
helped him work again – not, in his case, a personal
God, but certainly something transcending everyday
human understanding.

lso.co.uk

Bartók had orchestrated all but
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The slow movement’s contrasting middle section
bears this out in a different way. Bartók once
confessed that the experience of night on the Great
Hungarian Plain inspired in him something close to
religious feeling. He loved the sounds of the night
birds and the chirps, clicks and rustles of nocturnal
insects, and he evoked them repeatedly in what he
called ‘night-music’. So perhaps we shouldn’t be
surprised to encounter these sounds again in the
central section of this Adagio religioso.

MORE BARTÓK IN 2018

the final 17 bars when he died.
According to some sources, the

FINALE

composer’s friend TIBOR SERLY

If nature was one source of Bartók’s modernist
invention, the other was folk music – for Bartók
this was the most ‘natural’ of human musics.
Pounding, muscular Hungarian dance-rhythms
(often stressed, like the Hungarian language,
on the first syllable) power the finale forward.
Some listeners find occasional echoes of the
bitter humour and introspection of the recent
Sixth Quartet; if so they are only fleeting. In the
end, the dance of life must go on.

(pictured) had visited the composer
a few nights before, distracting him
from his work. Serly was convinced
that his visit had prevented Bartók
from getting to the end of the score,
which is why he decided to finish
the orchestration himself.

13 & 14 Jan 2018

CONCERTO FOR ORCHESTRA
Sir Simon Rattle conductor
13 Jan produced by the LSO and Barbican.
Part of the LSO’s 2017/18 Season and Barbican Presents

8 Feb 2018

PIANO CONCERTO NO 3
Sir Mark Elder conductor
Francesco Piemontesi piano
25 Mar 2018
INTERVAL – 20 minutes
There are bars on all levels of the Concert Hall; ice cream
can be bought at the stands on Stalls and Circle level.
Tweet us your thoughts on the first half of the
performance @londonsymphony

VIOLIN CONCERTO NO 2
François-Xavier Roth conductor
Renaud Capuçon violin

alwaysmoving.lso.co.uk
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30 March & 23 April 2017

Claude Debussy
Composer Profile

Béla Bartók
Composer Profile
Despite an insecure family
background (his father was
imprisoned as a revolutionary in
1871), Debussy took piano lessons
and was accepted as a pupil of
the Paris Conservatoire in 1872,
but failed to make the grade
as a concert pianist. The gifted
musician directed his talents
towards composition, eventually
winning the coveted Prix de Rome
in 1884 and spending two years in
Italy. During the 1890s he lived in
poverty with his mistress Gabrielle
Dupont, eventually marrying the
Rosalie (Lily) Texier in 1899.

His Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune, although regarded as a
revolutionary work at the time of its premiere in December 1894,
soon found favour with concertgoers and the habitually conservative
French press. Late in the summer of the previous year he had begun
work on the only opera he completed, Pelléas et Mélisande, which
was inspired by Mæterlinck’s play. It was an immediate success
after its first production in April 1902.
In 1904 he met Emma Bardac, the former wife of a successful financier,
and moved into an apartment with her; his wife, Lily Texier, attempted
suicide following their separation. Debussy and Bardac had a daughter
and were subsequently married in January 1908. The composer’s
troubled domestic life did not affect the quality of his work, with such
magnificent scores as La mer for large orchestra and the first set of
Images for piano produced during this period.
Debussy’s ballet Jeux was first performed by Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes
in May 1913, a fortnight before the premiere of Stravinsky’s The Rite of
Spring. Although suffering from cancer, he managed to complete the
first three of a projected set of six instrumental sonatas. He died at his
Paris home and was buried at Passy Cemetery.

Born in 1881 in Hungary, Bartók
began piano lessons with his
mother at the age of five. He
studied piano and composition
at the Royal Academy of Music
in Budapest, where he created
a number of works that echoed
the style of Brahms and Richard
Strauss. After graduating he
discovered Austro-Hungarian
and Slavic folk music, travelling
extensively with his friend Zoltán
Kodály and recording countless
ethnic songs and dances
which began to influence his
own compositions. Kodály also
introduced him to the works of Debussy in 1907, the year in which
he became Professor of Piano at the Budapest Conservatory.
Bartók established his mature style with such scores as the ballet
The Miraculous Mandarin and his opera Duke Bluebeard’s Castle.
He revived his career as a concert pianist in 1927 when he gave
the premiere of his First Piano Concerto in Mannheim.
Bartók detested the rise of Fascism and in October 1940 he quit
Budapest and travelled to the US. At first he concentrated on ethnomusicological researches, but eventually returned to composition
and created a significant group of ‘American’ works, including the
Concerto for Orchestra and his Third Piano Concerto.
His character was distinguished by a firm, almost stubborn refusal
to compromise or be diverted from his musical instincts by money
or position. Throughout his working life, Bartók collected, transcribed
and annotated the folk-songs of many countries, a commitment that
brought little financial return or recognition but one which he regarded
as his most important contribution to music.
Composer Profiles © Andrew Stewart

lso.co.uk
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Mahler the Man
by Stephen Johnson

I am …

homeless
a native of Bohemia in Austria
an Austrian among Germans
a Jew throughout the world.
three times

Mahler’s sense of being an outsider, coupled with
a penetrating, restless intelligence, made him an
acutely self-conscious searcher after truth. For Mahler
the purpose of art was, in Shakespeare’s famous
phrase, to ‘hold the mirror up to nature’ in all its
bewildering richness. The symphony, he told Jean
Sibelius, ‘must be like the world. It must embrace
everything’. Mahler’s symphonies can seem almost
over-full with intense emotions and ideas: love and
hate, joy in life and terror of death, the beauty of
nature, innocence and bitter experience. Similar
themes can also be found in his marvellous songs
and song-cycles, though there the intensity is,
if anything, still more sharply focused.
Gustav Mahler was born the second of 14 children.
His parents were apparently ill-matched (Mahler
remembered violent scenes), and young Gustav
grew dreamy and introspective, seeking comfort
in nature rather than human company. Death was
a presence from early on: six of Mahler’s siblings
died in infancy. This no doubt partly explains the

obsession with mortality in Mahler’s music. Few
of his major works do not feature a funeral march:
in fact Mahler’s first composition (at age ten) was
a Funeral March with Polka – exactly the kind of
extreme juxtaposition one finds in his mature works.
For most of his life Mahler supported himself by
conducting, but this was no mere means to an end.
Indeed his evident talent and energetic, disciplined
commitment led to successive appointments
at Prague, Leipzig, Budapest, Hamburg and
climactically, in 1897, the Vienna Court Opera.
In the midst of this hugely demanding schedule,
Mahler composed whenever he could, usually
during his summer holidays. The rate at which he
composed during these brief periods is astonishing.
The workload in no way decreased after his marriage
to the charismatic and highly intelligent Alma Schindler
in 1902. Alma’s infidelity – which almost certainly
accelerated the final decline in Mahler’s health in
1910/11 – has earned her black marks from some
biographers, but it is hard not to feel some sympathy
for her position as a ‘work widow’.
Nevertheless, many today have good cause to
be grateful to Mahler for his single-minded devotion
to his art. T S Eliot – another artist caught between
the search for faith and the horror of meaninglessness –
wrote that ‘humankind cannot bear very much reality’.
But Mahler’s music suggests another possibility. With
his ability to confront the terrifying possibility of a
purposeless universe and the empty finality of death,
Mahler can help us confront and endure stark reality.
He can take us to the edge of the abyss, then sing
us the sweetest songs of consolation. If we allow
ourselves to make this journey with him, we may
find that we too are the better for it.
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Gustav Mahler (1860–1911)
Symphony No 1 in D major (‘Titan’) (1884–88, rev 1893–96)
1

When Gustav Mahler began his First Symphony
in 1884, ‘modern music’ meant Wagner, while the
standard by which new symphonies were judged
was that of Brahms, the arch ‘Classical-Romantic’.
In a Brahmsian symphony there was little room
for Wagnerian lush harmonies or sensational new
orchestral colours. In fact the orchestral forces
Brahms employed were basically the same as
those used by Beethoven and Schubert in their
symphonies, three-quarters of a century earlier.

Still, there’s much more to Mahler’s First Symphony
than innovative orchestral colours and effects. When
the symphony was first performed it had a title,
‘Titan’, taken from the once-famous novel by the
German Romantic writer Jean Paul (the pen name
of Johann Paul Richter). For Richter the ‘Titan’, the
true genius, is a ‘Heaven-Stormer’ (Himmelsstürmer)
an obsessive, almost recklessly passionate idealist.
The idea appealed strongly to Mahler, but so too did
Richter’s vividly poetic descriptions of nature. For
the premiere, Mahler set out his version of the Titan
theme in an explanatory programme note, which told
how the symphony progressed from ‘the awakening
of nature at early dawn’, through youthful happiness
and love, to the sardonic gloom of the funeral march,
and then to the finale, subtitled ‘From Inferno to
Paradise’. And it was clear that Mahler’s interest in
Richter’s theme was more than literary. Behind the
symphony, he hinted to friends, was the memory of
a love affair that had ended, painfully, at about the
time he began work on the symphony.

So for audiences brought up on Brahms, hearing
Mahler’s First Symphony would have been like
stepping into a new world. The opening can still
surprise even today: one note, an A, is spread
through almost the entire range of the string section,
topped with ghostly violin harmonics. Other unusual
colours follow: distant trumpet fanfares, high clarinet
cuckoo-calls, a plaintive cor anglais, the bell-like bass
notes of the harp. All this would have been startlingly
new in Mahler’s time. And there’s nothing tentative
or experimental about this symphonic debut: at 24,
Mahler knows precisely the sound he wants, and
precisely how to get it.

But Mahler soon began to lose faith in programmes.
‘I would like it stressed that the symphony is greater
than the love affair it is based on’, he wrote. ‘The
real affair became the reason for, but by no means
the true meaning of, the work.’ In later life he could
be blunt: when someone raised the subject at an
evening drinks party, Mahler is said to have leapt to
his feet and shouted, ‘Perish all programmes!’. But for
most listeners, music that is so passionate, dramatic
and so full of the sounds of nature can’t be fully
explained in the detached terms of ‘pure’ musical
analysis. Fortunately the First Symphony is full of
pointers to possible meanings beyond the notes.

LANGSAM. SCHLEPPEND [SLOW. DRAGGING] –
IMMER SEHR GEMÄCHLICH
[ALWAYS AT A VERY LEISURELY PACE]

2

KRÄFTIG BEWEGT, DOCH NICHT ZU SCHNELL
[WITH STRONG MOVEMENT, BUT NOT TOO FAST] –

3

TRIO: RECHT GEMÄCHLICH [QUITE LEISURELY] –
TEMPO PRIMO
FEIERLICH UND GEMESSEN, OHNE ZU SCHLEPPEN
[SOLEMN AND MEASURED, WITHOUT DRAGGING]

4
PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
STEPHEN JOHNSON
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MAHLER on LSO LIVE
Explore the LSO’s recordings of
Mahler’s 9 symphonies on LSO Live,

STÜRMISCH BEWEGT [STORMY]

conducted by Valery Gergiev.
Available as downloads, individual
discs or as a 10-SACD box set.
Available at
lsolive.lso.co.uk,
in the Barbican
Shop or online at
iTunes & Amazon

lso.co.uk
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IN BRIEF

FIRST MOVEMENT

THIRD MOVEMENT

Mahler titled his symphony ‘Titan’

The main theme of the first movement – heard on
cellos and basses after the slow atmospheric ‘dawn’
introduction – is taken from the second of Mahler’s
four Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen (Songs of
a Wayfarer), written as a ‘memorial’ to his affair
with the singer Johanna Richter (no relation of the
novelist, but the name connection is striking). In
the song, a young man, jilted in love, sets out on
a beautiful spring morning, hoping that nature will
help his own heart to heal. For most of the first
movement, Mahler seems to share the young man’s
hope. The ending seems cheerful enough. But at the
heart of the movement comes a darkly mysterious
passage, echoing the ‘dawn’ introduction, but adding
sinister new sounds: the low, quiet growl of a tuba,
ominous drum-beats, and a repeated sighing figure
for cellos. For a moment, the music seems to echo
the final words of the song: ‘So will my joy blossom
too? No, no; it will never, never bloom again’.

The third movement is in complete contrast. This
is an eerie, sardonic funeral march, partly inspired
by a painting by Jacques Callot, ‘The Huntsman’s
Funeral’, in which a procession of animals carry
the hunter to his grave. One by one, the orchestral
instruments enter quietly, playing a famous old
nursery tune, Frère Jacques – which sounds like
another interesting name connection, except that
Austrians like Mahler would have known the tune
to the words ‘Brother Martin, are you sleeping?’.
At the heart of this movement, Mahler makes a
lengthy quotation from the last of the Lieder eines
fahrenden Gesellen. The song tells in soft, gentle
tones of how a young man, stricken with grief at
the loss of the girl he loves, finds consolation in
the thought of death. This is the dark heart of the
First Symphony.

after a novel by the writer
Jean Paul and initially set out
the narrative and inspiration that
lay behind the music, although he
later abandoned this programme.
The first movement opens with
a slow, atmospheric introduction,
depicting dawn and the awakening
of nature, followed by a rustic
second movement, based on the
Ländler, an Austrian country dance.
The third movement, by contrast,
is an eerie, sardonic funeral march
(featuring a minor-key version
of Frère Jacques). The finale
completes the story, journeying
through stormy turbulence to a
triumphant conclusion.

SECOND MOVEMENT

Dance music dominates the second movement,
especially the robust, earthy vigour of the Ländler
(the country cousin of the sophisticated urban
Waltz). There are hints here of another, earlier
song, Hans und Grete, in which gawky young Hans
finds a sweetheart at a village dance – all innocent
happiness. But the slower, more reflective Trio brings
more adult expression: nostalgia and, later, sarcasm
(shrill high woodwind).

9

FINALE

But this is not the end of the story. In the finale
Mahler strives onward – in the words of the
discarded programme, ‘From Inferno to Paradise’.
At first all is turbulence, but when the storm has died
down, strings present an ardent, slower melody –
unmistakably a love theme. There’s a brief memory
of the first movement’s ‘dawn’ music, then the
struggle begins again. Eventually massed horns
introduce a new, radiantly hopeful theme, strongly
reminiscent of ‘And he shall reign’ from Handel’s
oratorio Messiah. More reminiscences and still
more heroic struggles follow, until dark introspection
is finally overcome, and the symphony ends in
jubilation. Mahler’s hero has survived to live,
and love, another day.

London Symphony Orchestra
14 September 2017
Season opening concert
17 & 19 September 2017
Berlioz The Damnation of Faust
21 & 24 September 2017
Stravinsky The Firebird,
Petrushka, The Rite of Spring
13 & 17 December 2017
Mahler Das Lied von der Erde
16 & 21 December 2017
Bernstein Wonderful Town
(concert version)

THIS IS

RATTLE

Sir Simon Rattle’s first season as LSO Music Director
Full 2017/18 listings available at
alwaysmoving.lso.co.uk
Tickets available online now

11 January 2018
Schubert, Mahler,
Handel, Rameau
13 January 2018
Genesis Suite
14 January 2018
20th Century Masters
19 & 26 April 2018
Mahler Symphony No 9
22 April 2018
Mahler Symphony No 10

lso.co.uk
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Claude Debussy (1862–1918)
Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune (1894)
PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
JEREMY THURLOW

COMPOSER PROFILE PAGE 6

DEBUSSY on LSO LIVE
La mer; Jeux;

Debussy preferred the company of poets and
painters to musicians, and as a young man he was
an enthusiastic devotee of the Tuesday evening
gatherings held by the Symbolist poet Stéphane
Mallarmé. Dedicated to creating a poetry of pure
suggestion, floating free from the banality of
everyday functional language, Mallarmé envied
music’s ability to move the sensibilities without
recourse to any literal or prosaic meanings,
and his poetry aspires to do the same.

Prélude à
l’après-midi
d’un faune
£7.99
Editor’s Choice
Gramophone
CD of the Week
The Sunday Times
Editor’s Choice
Classic FM magazine

The flute’s voluptuous opening melody immediately
conjures a world of luxurious fantasy, weaving
through the music’s changing scenes with effortless
spontaneity. Every instrument adds something
unique and unforgettable, from the neverland harps
and horns unveiled by the flute at the opening,
to the final exquisite chime of two tiny antique
cymbals. The whole work appears to float entirely
free of form and convention, and perfectly realises
Debussy’s long-held dream of a music governed
only by pleasure.

Mallarmé’s poem L’après-midi d’un faune was
published, after years of tinkering, in 1876. In an
obscure but powerful and hyper-sensitive evocation
of fleeting erotic sensation, a faun (half-man,
half-goat), waking in an idyllic Arcadian landscape,
languidly recalls flirting with and chasing after two
delectable but timid and elusive nymphs before
sinking back into sleep. Is this memory or fantasy?
In 1892 Debussy resolved to write music for a
staged reading of the poem, initially planning a
prelude, several interludes and a final paraphrase,
before eventually deciding that his prelude needed
no sequel.

Buy now | lsolive.lso.co.uk

Premiered in Brussels in December 1894, Debussy’s
work is as ground-breaking and unconventional
as Mallarmé’s poem, yet it caught the audience’s
imagination from the very opening bars; they
applauded rapturously and immediately demanded
an encore. Mallarmé himself was wary of the project,
feeling that his words were already music enough.
However, after hearing the Prélude he was deeply
moved, writing to the composer, ‘your illustration
of L’après-midi departs from my text only by going
even further into nostalgia and light, with real
finesse, sensuality and richness’.

VASLAV NIJINSKY (1889–1950; pictured in
costume as the faun from his ballet The Afternoon
of a Faun, based on Debussy’s score) was a dancer
and choreographer of Russian and Polish descent.
In his time he was lauded for his incredible virtuosity
and famous gravity-defying leaps. He is most famous
today for his work with Sergei Diaghilev’s Ballets
Russes, for whom he choreographed some of the
most iconic ballets of the 20th century, including
Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring (1913).
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Béla Bartók (1881–1945)
Viola Concerto Sz 120 (1945, arr Tibor Serly 1950, rev Péter Bartók and Nelson Dellamaggiore 1995 & 2003)
1

ALLEGRO MODERATO –

2

LENTO –

3

FINALE: ALLEGRETTO

audiences. In 1945, the year of his death, Bartók was
working on two more concertos: the Piano Concerto
No 3, and one for viola on commission from William
Primrose, the most prominent viola soloist of his day.

ANTOINE TAMESTIT VIOLA
PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
JAN SMACZNY is the Sir Hamilton
Harty Professor of Music at Queen’s
University, Belfast. A well-known
writer and broadcaster, he specialises
in the life and works of Dvořák and
Czech opera, and has published
books on the repertoire of the
Prague Provisional Theatre and
Dvořák’s Cello Concerto.

COMPOSER PROFILE PAGE 6

WILLIAM PRIMROSE (1904–82)
was born in Glasgow and educated

The mid-1930s were particularly satisfying for Bartók.
From 1934 he was able to devote himself to Hungarian,
Turkish and Southern Slavic folk music when he gained
a position in the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. His
career as a concert pianist was also looking up, with
recitals at home and in Switzerland, the Netherlands
and Italy. His activities as a composer blossomed,
resulting in a string of masterpieces, including the
Fifth and Sixth String Quartets, the Music for Strings,
Percussion and Celesta, a second Violin Concerto
and the Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion.
By contrast, 1939 and 1940 proved far more difficult.
Political circumstances and the inevitability of war
overshadowed his creativity. The Nazi invasion
of Czechoslovakia and annexation of Austria
deepened the gloom. Thoughts of moving abroad
(as with many intellectuals at the time, Turkey was
a favoured destination) were complicated by Bartók
being reluctant to abandon Hungary while his aging
mother was still alive. Her death at the end of 1939
meant that Bartók and his wife could leave with an
easy conscience. In October 1940 the couple left
for the US where earlier that year he had enjoyed
a successful concert tour.

in London. But his career as a
member of the NBC Symphony
Orchestra (with Arturo Toscanini),
as a teacher and as a soloist was
built and based in the United States.
For his contributions to the recording
industry, Primrose received a star on
the Hollywood Walk of Fame.

Bartók’s fortunes in America were mixed. While
he extended his folk song research with work at
Columbia University, his career as a solo pianist
faltered. He was also dogged by serious ill-health.
Nevertheless, Bartók continued to compose and
completed his Concerto for Orchestra in 1943, a
work which had immediate appeal for American

Primrose’s reminiscences indicate that Bartók was
reluctant to venture on a concerto for an instrument
with which he was unfamiliar. A powerful stimulus
came in the shape of a broadcast performance of
Walton’s Viola Concerto. Although work was halting,
Bartók reported to Primrose in early August that the
work was to be in four movements and a month
later that it was ‘ready in draft’. At his death, on 26
September, the concerto existed in outline, though
clearly in three movements. The viola solo part was
more or less complete as was the draft of the first
movement, but the slow movement and finale were
barely more than sketches and throughout there
was little to indicate the instrumentation, although
Bartók had stated that it was to be ‘transparent’.

‘The sombre, more masculine
character of your instrument
executed some influence on the
general character of the work.’
Bartók in his final letter to William Primrose
Tibor Serly, a composer, viola player and devoted
friend of Bartók, made a completion of the work
which Primrose premiered in 1949. Tonight’s
performance is a revision of Serly’s completion
made by the composer’s son Péter and Nelson
Dellamaggiore in 1995, further revised in 2003.
This reverts to Bartók’s original viola line, adding
further sketch-based bars to the second movement
and giving more body to the orchestral tuttis,
while lightening the accompaniment of the soloist.
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This performance also has further revisions to the
solo part, mainly affecting articulation and phrasing,
made by tonight’s soloist, Antoine Tamestit.
The first movement, the broadest of the three,
begins arrestingly with a duet between solo viola
and timpani. Though predominantly lyrical and
often reflective, there are passages of excitable
counterpoint between the soloist and wind
instruments. A section marked Ritornello comprising
austere chords for bassoons and horns, before a
brilliant cadenza for the viola, leads straight into the
slow movement, which is structured in two parts:
a sweetly reflective, modally-inflected first section
dominated by the solo viola dashes precipitously into
a vigorous scherzo, which in turn plunges headlong
into the finale. Two excitable and fiercely virtuosic
outer sections frame a more relaxed and lyrical
central episode.

ARTIST PERSPECTIVE

Antoine Tamestit

Towards the end of his life, Bartók returned to something more Romantic
in his work. We hear it in those last works – he’s putting everything together,
the romanticism of the music in America at the time and his Hungarian roots.
You have all the sides of his personality in this piece. In the first movement you
still have the modern Bartók: complex, intellectual, very organised, even a bit
strange in places. But the second movement feels almost spiritual, maybe even
religious. Then in the third, it is as if Bartók felt that maybe, at the end of his life,
there was a sense of redemption.
This concerto will always raise many questions because it was unfinished. But
it will remain a masterpiece of our repertoire. As viola players, it should be our
life goal to carry this piece through our careers, to think about it more and play
it better and better. I want to play it differently every time, to think about it
differently, to look at the manuscript and reconsider: ‘What did Bartók want?’

INTERVAL – 20 minutes
There are bars on all levels of the Concert Hall; ice cream
can be bought at the stands on Stalls and Circle level.
Tweet us your thoughts on the first half of the
performance @londonsymphony.

There is an anecdote about Bartók and William Primrose. One day, after Bartók
had finished the manuscript, they were due to meet in New York to talk more
about the piece. But Primrose couldn’t find a parking space! He drove around
for an hour, in vain, before deciding to leave, because otherwise he would have
been late for a rehearsal with Toscanini (and there is no excuse – you can never
miss a rehearsal with Toscanini!). Bartók died shortly after that. The meeting never
took place. Maybe it might have brought many answers? Maybe Primrose would
have said certain things and Bartók would have changed them in the manuscript?
We’ll never know! So I always think that the reason for viola players’ misery about
this piece is the problem of parking in New York!
For the full interview, visit lso.co.uk/blog
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Anton Bruckner (1824–96)
Symphony No 4 in E-flat Major (1874, second version of 1877/8 Nowak edition, published 1953, with 1880 Finale)
1

BEWEGT, NICHT ZU SCHNELL

2

ANDANTE, QUASI ALLEGRETTO

3

SCHERZO: BEWEGT – TRIO: NICHT ZU SCHNELL

4

FINALE: BEWEGT, DOCH NICHT ZU SCHNELL

PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
DAVID NICE writes, lectures
and broadcasts on music, notably
for BBC Radio 3 and BBC Music
Magazine. His books include short
studies of Richard Strauss, Elgar,

This symphony’s epithet, ‘Romantic’, is Bruckner’s
own, and although they may seem like programmatic
wisdom after the event, the charming descriptions
he gave to each of the movements, while engaged
on his several revisions of the work, make it quite
clear what kind of Romanticism this is.

Tchaikovsky and Stravinsky, and a
Prokofiev biography, From Russia to
the West 1891–1935.

COMPOSER PROFILE PAGE 16

CASPAR DAVID FRIEDRICH
(1774–1840) was a German
landscape painter, famous for his
sublime depictions of the natural
world embedded with allegorical
meaning. Famous during his lifetime,
his work fell out of favour in the late1800s, and it was only in the early
20th century that he was rediscovered
and his reputation restored. (Pictured:
Wanderer Above the Sea of Fog)

The programme is of medieval towns flanked by
enchanted woodland, knights and huntsmen,
noonday dancing in forest clearings: such is the
substance of that amiable early Romantic painter
Schinkel rather than his awe-inducing contemporary
Caspar David Friedrich (note that the heyday of both
artists came nearly half a century before Bruckner
began work on the Fourth Symphony in 1874).
In other words, the moodier imaginings and the
fantastical subjectivity of the artist we think of as
the archetypal Romantic are nowhere in sight.
Not that the long-discredited image of Bruckner the
simple, unsophisticated countryman has anything
to do with the essence of the Fourth Symphony. His
record of nature, dominated in every movement by
the sound of the horn, is often expressed in clean,
bright colours and straightforward progressions;
those well-meaning but conventionally minded
colleagues Franz Schalk and Ferdinand Loewe
were wrong to clothe Bruckner’s thought in darker,
more Wagnerian hues when they made revisions
to the work in the late 1880s. But there are times,
too, when a paler cast of thought registers in an
altogether more complex use of harmony: this, if
anything, comes closer to our image of a ‘Romantic’
symphony. The tension between the two is sustained

successfully for the first time in Bruckner’s work, and
that is surely why he took so long to shape it to his
liking. That done, the path was clear for the kind of
symphony he now knew he wanted to write; only the
genesis of the Eighth was to cause anything like the
same trouble.
After the first draft of 1874, Bruckner revised the
Fourth Symphony in 1877–8, providing a new
scherzo and finale along with the picturesque
programme; the ‘Popular Festival’ title he gave the
fourth movement is obviously quite inappropriate to
the titanic spirit of the re-thought finale from 1880.
That year also saw the successful Vienna premiere
under Hans Richter. In 1886 Bruckner made a number
of relatively minor modifications for a New York
performance conducted by Anton Seidl. It is Nowak’s
publication of this version that François-Xavier Roth
has chosen to perform.
FIRST MOVEMENT

The easy luminosity of Bruckner’s un-improvable
orchestration shines out in the symphony’s opening.
The string mists that usher in the magical horn call,
like many a Brucknerian beginning, owe much to the
inspiration of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony; but the
key is major, not minor, for the first time in Bruckner’s
output, and the stillness is effortlessly held over 35
bars before the faintest hint of a crescendo. As the
light grows, a new figure emerges – first ascending,
then descending – in Bruckner’s favourite rhythmic
pattern of two notes in a common-time bar followed
by a group of three; it comes in useful as a dominant
force later, en route to the inspired chorale climax of
the development. So useful, in fact, that only when
we hear the initial horn call blazing out in full E-flat
major glory in the movement’s coda for the first time
do we realise that Bruckner the master has saved
the trump card until the last, breathtaking minute.
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By way of rustic repose after the first powerful
orchestral statements, the second subject group
enters on strings alone – surprisingly in D-flat major –
with a simple pattern on violins that Bruckner
referred to as the chirping of a forest tom-tit, with
the nature-lover’s response countering in the
viola melody; that, at least, was no programmatic
afterthought. These forest murmurs, soon tempered
by experience, provide the atmospheric food for
reflection between the movement’s shining glories.

FINALE

lsolive.lso.co.uk

SECOND MOVEMENT

in the Barbican

Bruckner’s Andante looks simple on paper but proves
no less the fruit of subtle thought: a restrained parade
of elementary C minor funeral march (tenderly voiced
at first by cellos and ripe for increasingly assertive
major-key transformations in development and coda),
chorale for strings (straightforwardly presented only
once, in the exposition) and the striking contrast of
a long, tonally restless melody for violas with
pizzicato accompaniment.

No advocate of the composer has put it better
than the fine symphonist Robert Simpson when
he wrote that ‘a Bruckner symphony is, so to speak,
an archaeological ‘dig’. The first three movements
are like layers removed, revealing the city below, the
finale’. Simpson finds fault with the commonplaces
and bad timing of this finale’s more reflective
subject-matter, and it’s hard not to agree. Yet the
bedrock of towering orchestral unisons – reached
by way of rhythmic reminders, patterns shared
with first movement and scherzo – is undeniably
more overwhelming than anything that has gone
before, and however lost we may feel in the voids
between the masses, the coda sets everything
right by surpassing even the symphony’s opening
in the radiance and breadth with which it unfurls
its fanfare.

BRUCKNER on LSO LIVE
Discover Bruckner’s Symphonies
Nos 4, 6 and 9 on LSO Live, including
Bernard Haitink’s recently released
version of the Ninth, named Album
of the Week in The Sunday Times and
Editor’s Choice in Gramophone.
from £5.99

Nowhere does the mature Bruckner strike out on his
own to challenge our received notion of symphonic
form more than in his finales. The Fourth’s remains
something of a prototype for more perfectly
proportioned edifices to come, though it operates
in the same way as a kind of crystallisation of the
work’s essence rather than the action-packed,
rhetorical summing-up that is the provenance
of the more conventional ‘Romantic’ symphony.

Available at

Shop or online at
iTunes & Amazon

MORE BRUCKNER IN 2017
Sun 28 May 2017 7pm
Bruckner Te Deum;
Symphony No 9
Bernard Haitink conductor
London Symphony Chorus
Thu 1 Jun 2017 7.30pm
Beethoven Piano Concerto No 3
Bruckner Symphony No 9
Bernard Haitink conductor
Mitsuko Uchida piano
lso.co.uk | 020 7638 8891

THIRD MOVEMENT

Confined here to the role of eloquent observers, the
horns again take centre stage in the scherzo, their
simple hunting-call (again, note, in that mixed rhythm
of two notes and a group of three) suddenly amazing
us at the climax by resounding in a foreign key –
though answering trumpets hold doggedly to the
movement’s home key of B-flat major. Developments
shadow another, reflective treatment of the rhythmic
pattern on strings; the trio is pure, bucolic repose –
though, again, not as simple as its flowing oboe and
clarinet song at first suggests.
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Bruckner the Man
by Stephen Johnson
Myths cling like limpets to great artists,
no matter how hard scholars try to scrape them off.
And of no composer is this truer than Anton Bruckner.
Bruckner is still frequently described as a ‘simple’ man,
an Austrian peasant with little education and even
less grasp of the sophisticated Viennese world
in which he tried so desperately to establish both
a living and a reputation.
The facts tell a different story. Bruckner may have
appeared unpolished, at times bizarrely eccentric,
especially to self-conscious Viennese sophisticates,
but he was far from ill-educated. His father was a
village schoolmaster – a background he shared with
several of the greatest Austrian and German writers
and thinkers. Bruckner went through a rigorous
Catholic teacher-training programme, passing his
exams first time with distinction (a rare achievement
in those days). Close friends and colleagues testify
to his lively and enquiring intellect, as well as his
friendliness and generosity. Bruckner’s intense
Roman Catholic faith certainly marked him out
as unworldly. There are stories of him breaking
off lectures at the Vienna University to pray;
begging God’s forgiveness for unintentionally
‘stealing’ another man’s tune; dedicating his
Ninth Symphony ‘to dear God’. However, tensions
between the demands of his faith and his lifelong
tendency to fall in love with improbably young
women reveal a deep rift in his nature. Bruckner
could also be alarmingly compulsive in his devotions –
especially at times of acute mental crisis (there were
plenty of those) – and there are hints he was prone
to doubt, especially in his last years.

Equally strange to those who knew him was
Bruckner’s almost religious devotion to Wagner –
even Wagner himself is said to have been
embarrassed by Bruckner’s adoration (which is
saying a great deal!). But the way Bruckner as a
composer synthesises lush Wagnerian harmonies
and intense expression with elements drawn from
Schubert, Beethoven, Haydn, Bach and the Renaissance
church master Palestrina is remarkably original.
It shows that, unlike many of his contemporaries,
Bruckner was far from losing himself in Wagner’s
intoxicating soundworld. His obsessions may have
caused him terrible problems – particularly his
notorious ‘counting mania’. (During one crisis period
he was found trying to count the leaves on a tree.)
But paradoxically the same obsessiveness may
have helped him keep his bearings as a composer.
There’s an old joke that Bruckner ‘wrote the same
symphony nine times’, and it’s true that the symphonies
tend to be based on the same ground plan, with similar
features in similar places. But the same is true of
the great Medieval cathedrals, and no one could say
that Chartres Cathedral was the same building as
Durham or Westminster Abbey. Bruckner planned
his cathedral-like symphonic structures in meticulous
detail, and at best they function superbly as formal
containers for his ecstatic visions and extreme
mood swings. Disconcerting simplicity and profound
complexity co-exist in the man as in his music.
It’s one of the things that makes him so fascinating
and, in music, unique.
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François-Xavier Roth
Conductor
François-Xavier Roth (born Paris, 1971) is one of
today’s most charismatic and enterprising conductors.
He first rose to prominence after winning the Donatella
Flick LSO Conducting Competition in 2000 and has
appeared with the Orchestra in every season since.
Since 2015, he has been General Music Dirctor of
the City of Cologne, leading both the Gürzenich
Orchestra and the Opera. He will take up the
position of Principal Guest Conductor of the
London Symphony Orchestra at the start of the
2017/18 season. In 2003, he founded Les Siècles,
an innovative orchestra performing contrasting
and colourful programmes on modern and period
instruments, often within the same concert.
Principal Guest Conductor Designate
London Symphony Orchestra
General Music Director
City of Cologne

With a reputation for inventive programming, his
incisive approach and inspiring leadership are
valued around the world. He regularly works with
leading orchestras including the Berlin Philharmonic
and Staatskapelle, Royal Concertgebouw, Boston
Symphony and Zurich Tonhalle.

Artistic Director
Les Siècles

With Les Siècles, he has given concerts in France,
Italy, Germany, England and Japan. They gave
centenary performances of The Rite of Spring, on
original instruments, at the BBC Proms and the Alte
Oper, Frankfurt and, subsequently, performances
with the Pina Bausch and Dominique Brun dance
companies. Their widely acclaimed recording of the
work was awarded a German Record Critics’ Prize
in 2016. The first CD of their Ravel series with
Harmonia Mundi will be released in April 2017.

His second Cologne opera season features a Ravel
double bill of L’enfant et les sortilèges & L’heure
espagnole, a revival and tour of Berlioz’s Benvenuto
Cellini and Mozart’s The Marriage of Figaro. With
the Gürzenich Orchestra, he continues a focus on
the composer Philippe Manoury, from whom the
orchestra has commissioned a trilogy of works,
and led a successful tour of Asia in February 2017.
As Principal Conductor (2011–16), he led the SWR
Sinfonieorchester Freiburg & Baden-Baden in visits
to London (BBC Proms), Hamburg and the Lucerne
and Berlin Festivals. They performed and recorded
a cycle of the symphonic poems of Richard Strauss,
premiered works by Yann Robin, Georg-Friedrich
Haas and Simon Steen-Anderson, and collaborated
with composers Wolfgang Rihm, Jörg Widmann and
Helmut Lachenmann.
Engagement with new audiences and new music are
an essential part of François-Xavier Roth’s work. He
is conductor of the ground-breaking LSO Panufnik
Composers Scheme and, with the Festival Berlioz
and Les Siècles, he founded the Jeune Orchestre
Européen Hector Berlioz, an orchestra academy
with its own collection of period instruments. Roth
and Les Siècles devised Presto!, their own television
series for France 2, attracting weekly audiences
of over three million. The Gürzenich Orchestra’s
Ohrenauf! youth programme recently received a
Junge Ohren Produktion Award.
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Simon Trpčeski
Piano
Macedonian pianist Simon Trpčeski is a frequent
soloist in the UK with the LSO, City of Birmingham
Symphony, Philharmonia, Hallé, Royal Liverpool
and London Philharmonic Orchestras. Other
engagements with major European ensembles
have included the Royal Concertgebouw, Russian
National and Bolshoi Theatre orchestras, NDR
Sinfonieorchester Hamburg, DSO and RSO Berlin,
WDR Cologne, MDR Leipzig, Tonkünstler Orchestra
in Vienna, the Danish National Symphony Orchestra
and the Rotterdam, Strasbourg, Royal Stockholm,
Helsinki, Oslo, Royal Flanders and St Petersburg
Philharmonic Orchestras.
Trpčeski began the 2016/17 season in Rimini,
performing with the RAI National Symphony
Orchestra, followed by concerts with the Hanover
Opera Orchestra, Lahti Symphony Orchestra and
Netherlands Philharmonic Orchestra. Simon’s
UK dates this season include concerts with the
City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, Royal
Scottish National Orchestra and Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic Orchestra. Early 2017 highlights have
included performances alongside the Orchestre de
le Suisse Romande, Sarasota Symphony Orchestra
and Dresden Philharmonic. Trpčeski will also travel
to South America with the Deutsche SymphonieOrchester Berlin in April, before returning to
Europe for dates with the Staatskapelle Weimar,
Ludwigsburger Schlossfestspiele Orchester and
Swedish Chamber Orchestra. Simon’s season ends
in the United States, performing with the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra.

Simon performs chamber music as often as he
can, having appeared at festivals such as Aspen,
Verbier, Risør, Bergen and the Baltic Sea Festival
in Stockholm. In summer 2011 Simon Trpčeski and
cellist Nina Kotova performed works by Chopin for a
theatrical event based on the life of Frédéric Chopin,
featuring the renowned actors Jeremy Irons and Sinead
Cusack at the Tuscan Sun Festival in Cortona, Italy.
With the special support of KulturOp – Macedonia’s
leading cultural and arts organisation – and the
Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Macedonia,
Trpčeski works regularly with young musicians in
Macedonia in order to cultivate the talent of the
country’s next generation of artists.
Born in the Republic of Macedonia in 1979, Simon
Trpčeski has won prizes in international piano
competitions in the United Kingdom, Italy and
the Czech Republic. From 2001 to 2003, he was a
BBC New Generation Artist, and in May 2003 he
was honoured with the Young Artist Award by the
Royal Philharmonic Society. In December 2009,
the President of Macedonia HE Gjorge Ivanov
honoured him with the Presidential Order of Merit
for Macedonia, a decoration given to foreign and
domestic dignitaries responsible for the affirmation
of Macedonia abroad. Most recently, in September
2011, Trpčeski became the first ever recipient of the
title ‘National Artist of the Republic of Macedonia’.
Simon Trpčeski is a graduate of the School of Music
at the University of St Cyril and St Methodius in Skopje,
where he studied with Professor Boris Romanov.
He lives in Skopje with his family.
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Antoine Tamestit
Viola
Antoine Tamestit has achieved a rare distinction as
a violist, playing at the highest level as a soloist and
in constant demand as a chamber musician and
recitalist. He is recognised for his peerless technique
and his profound, natural musicianship, and known
too for the beauty of his sound with its rich, deep,
burnished quality.
Tamestit’s repertoire ranges from the Baroque
(he has arranged and recorded Bach’s Cello Suites
for viola) to the contemporary. He has performed
and recorded several world premieres and in
the 2015/16 season gave the world premiere
of the viola concerto by Jörg Widmann with the
Orchestre de Paris and Paavo Järvi. Tamestit gave
subsequent performances with the Swedish Radio
Symphony and Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra
under Daniel Harding. In the 2016/17 season he
will perform the concerto with the Danish Radio
Symphony Orchestra and Joshua Weilerstein.
Engagements in the 2016/17 season include
concerto performances with the Philharmonia and
Vladimir Ashkenazy, the Danish National Symphony
Orchestra, Netherlands Philharmonic Orchestra,
Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester Berlin, Royal
Stockholm Philharmonic and Orchestre National
de Bordeaux Aquitaine. Tamestit will also play/direct
the Orchestre de Chambre de Paris.
Antoine Tamestit has also worked with the Vienna
Philharmonic, Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra,
Tonhalle-Orchester Zürich, Czech Philharmonic,
Rundfunk Sinfonie Orchestra Berlin, Dresden
Philharmonic Orchestra, Radio Symphony Orchestra
Stuttgart, Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio France,
and with the BBC orchestras. He made his Russian
debut at the Stars of the White Nights Festival in 2014.

Antoine Tamestit’s discography includes Berlioz’s
Harold in Italy, which was recorded with the
London Symphony Orchestra and Valery Gergiev and
released in 2015 by LSO Live. In 2017 he released Bel
Canto on Harmonia Mundi with Cédric Tiberghien.
For Naïve, he has recorded three of the Bach Suites,
Hindemith’s solo and concertante works with the
Frankfurt Radio Symphony Orchestra and Paavo
Järvi, and an earlier recording of Harold in Italy with
Marc Minkowski and Les Musicians du Louvre. In
2016 he appeared with Frank Peter Zimmermann
and the Chamber Orchestra of the Bavarian Radio
Symphony Orchestra on a new recording of Mozart’s
Sinfonia Concertante (Hännsler Classic).
Together with Nobuko Imai, Antoine Tamestit is
co-artistic director of the Viola Space Festival in Tokyo,
focusing on the development of viola repertoire
and a wide range of education programmes.
Born in Paris, Antoine Tamestit studied with Jesse
Levine at Yale University and with Tabea Zimmermann.
He was the recipient of several coveted prizes
including the William Primrose Competition and
the first prize at the Young Concert Artists (YCA)
International Auditions, BBC Radio 3’s New Generation
Artists Scheme, BorlettiBuitoni Trust Award and the
Credit Suisse Young Artist Award in 2009.
Antoine Tamestit plays a viola made by Stradivarius
in 1672, loaned by the Habisreutinger Foundation.
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London Symphony Orchestra
On stage (30 March)
FIRST VIOLINS
Carmine Lauri Leader
Lennox Mackenzie
Clare Duckworth
Nigel Broadbent
Ginette Decuyper
Jörg Hammann
Maxine Kwok-Adams
Claire Parfitt
Laurent Quenelle
Harriet Rayfield
Colin Renwick
Sylvain Vasseur
Shlomy Dobrinsky
Julia Rumley
Helena Smart
Eleanor Fagg
SECOND VIOLINS
David Alberman
Thomas Norris
Sarah Quinn
Miya Väisänen
Matthew Gardner
Julian Gil Rodriguez
Naoko Keatley
Belinda McFarlane
William Melvin
Iwona Muszynska
Andrew Pollock
Hazel Mulligan
Ingrid Button
Robert Yeomans

VIOLAS
Rachel Roberts
Gillianne Haddow
Malcolm Johnston
Lander Echevarria
Anna Bastow
Julia O’Riordan
Robert Turner
Jonathan Welch
Felicity Matthews
Maya Meron
Caroline O’Neill
Fiona Dalgliesh
CELLOS
Rebecca Gilliver
Alastair Blayden
Jennifer Brown
Noel Bradshaw
Eve-Marie Caravassilis
Daniel Gardner
Hilary Jones
Judit Berendschot
David Bucknall
Sue Sutherley
DOUBLE BASSES
Gunars Upatnieks
Colin Paris
Patrick Laurence
Matthew Gibson
Thomas Goodman
Joe Melvin
Jani Pensola
Jeremy Watt
FLUTES
Adam Walker
Alex Jakeman
Gareth Davies

PICCOLO
Sharon Williams
OBOES
Emily Ross
Rosie Jenkins
Maxwell Spiers
COR ANGLAIS
Christine Pendrill
CLARINETS
Chris Richards
Sarah Thurlow
E-FLAT CLARINET
Chi-Yu Mo
BASS CLARINET
Laurent Ben Slimane
BASSOONS
Rachel Gough
Joost Bosdijk
Dominic Tyler
CONTRA BASSOON
Dominic Morgan
HORNS
Timothy Jones
Angela Barnes
Alexander Edmundson
Jonathan Lipton
Bertrand Chatenet
Anna Euen
Andrew Sutton
Jocelyn Lightfoot

London Symphony Orchestra
On stage (23 April)
TRUMPETS
Philip Cobb
Gerald Ruddock
Niall Keatley
Robin Totterdell
Simon Cox
OFF-STAGE
TRUMPETS
Chris Deacon
David Geoghegan
TROMBONES
Dudley Bright
Peter Moore
James Maynard
BASS TROMBONE
Dan West
TUBA
Patrick Harrild
TIMPANI
Nigel Thomas
Paul Stoneman
PERCUSSION
Neil Percy
David Jackson
Tom Edwards
HARPS
Bryn Lewis
Manon Morris
CELESTE
John Alley

FIRST VIOLINS
Roman Simovic Leader
Lennox Mackenzie
Clare Duckworth
Nigel Broadbent
Ginette Decuyper
Gerald Gregory
Jörg Hammann
Maxine Kwok-Adams
Laurent Quenelle
Harriet Rayfield
Colin Renwick
Sylvain Vasseur
Eleanor Fagg
Erzsebet Racz
Alain Petitclerc
SECOND VIOLINS
David Alberman
Thomas Norris
Sarah Quinn
Miya Väisänen
Matthew Gardner
Julian Gil Rodriguez
Belinda McFarlane
Iwona Muszynska
Philip Nolte
Paul Robson
Robert Yeomans
Lucy Jeal
Oriana Kriszten

VIOLAS
Rachel Roberts
Malcolm Johnston
Anna Bastow
Julia O’Riordan
Robert Turner
Heather Wallington
Jonathan Welch
Carol Ella
Katrin Burger
Caroline O’Neill
Cameron Campbell
Stephanie Edmundson
CELLOS
Rebecca Gilliver
Alastair Blayden
Jennifer Brown
Noel Bradshaw
Eve-Marie Caravassilis
Daniel Gardner
Hilary Jones
Miwa Rosso
Deborah Tolksdorf
Victoria Harrild
DOUBLE BASSES
Colin Paris
Patrick Laurence
Matthew Gibson
Joe Melvin
Jani Pensola
Paul Sherman
Jeremy Watt
Simo Väisänen

FLUTES
Gareth Davies
Alex Jakeman
PICCOLO
Sharon Williams

TRUMPETS
Jason Evans
Gerald Ruddock
Robin Totterdell
Christian Barraclough

OBOES
Olivier Stankiewicz
Rosie Jenkins

TROMBONES
Dudley Bright
James Maynard
Becky Smith

COR ANGLAIS
Christine Pendrill

BASS TROMBONE
Paul Milner

CLARINETS
Andrew Marriner
Chris Richards
Chi-Yu Mo

TUBA
Peter Smith

BASSOONS
Rachel Gough
Daniel Jemison
Joost Bosdijk
CONTRA BASSOON
Dominic Morgan

TIMPANI
Nigel Thomas
PERCUSSION
Neil Percy
David Jackson
Sam Walton

HARPS
Bryn Lewis
HORNS
Imogen Barford
Timothy Jones
Angela Barnes
Alexander Edmundson
Jonathan Lipton
Jason Koczur

LSO STRING EXPERIENCE SCHEME
Established in 1992, the LSO String Experience
Scheme enables young string players at the
start of their professional careers to gain
work experience by playing in rehearsals
and concerts with the LSO. The scheme
auditions students from the London music
conservatoires, and 15 students per year
are selected to participate. The musicians
are treated as professional ’extra’ players
(additional to LSO members) and receive fees
for their work in line with LSO section players.

The Scheme is supported by
Barbara Whatmore Charitable Trust
Help Musicians UK
Fidelio Charitable Trust
N Smith Charitable Settlement
Lord and Lady Lurgan Trust
LSO Patrons
Polonsky Foundation
Taking part in the rehearsals for 30 March
were: Andre Pereira (Violin 1) and Emre Erashin
(Bass); and for 23 April: Lyrit Milgram (Violin 2)
and Zhenwei Shi (Viola). Sofia Silva Sousa
(Viola) will perform on 30 March.
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